
Fast, Easy-to-Use, Reliable,  
and Cost-Effective Review Platform
Venio Review enables legal review and investigative teams to rapidly review 
millions of documents and find the information most relevant to the case. 
With Venio Review, you don’t need expensive stand-alone review-only tools 
that require manual data imports and third-party integrations, or tools that 
force you to adopt a rigid deployment and licensing model. Venio Review 
is fast, and it eliminates the risk of sensitive information being leaked or 
accidental loss of important documents.

Venio Review is a highly intuitive and easy-to-use solution that can be 
deployed on-premises, in your cloud, or provisioned as a SaaS service. It 
delivers everything you need to load data from any processing tool, quickly 
search and tag millions of documents, do native redactions, perform entity 
extractions, and prevent PII/PHI, financial data, and business secrets from 
being leaked. (Venio Review is a built-in capability for Venio Cloud and 
VenioOne users, and requires no manual data imports.)

When provisioned in the cloud, Venio Review has built-in, enterprise-grade 
security that provides an additional layer of safety beyond the legendary 
security features and processes in AWS to give you the peace of mind of 
knowing  your data is safely stored behind firewalls and multi-layered 
security protocols.

With Venio Review, you can onboard new clients and cases within minutes 
and without having to manage expensive infrastructure, people, or licenses.

Key Benefits
Highly Cost-Effective 
Review Platform
Flexible licensing: No  
user-based cost

No third party add-ons 
required

On-premises, cloud, or 
hybrid delivery

Faster, More Accurate 
Reviews
Powerful Search, Advanced 
filters and Query Builder to 
find what matters most

TAR/CAL reduce data to be r 
eviewed up to 90%

Auto-collection for tiered 
reviews

High-Quality, Risk-Free 
Review and Production
PII/PHI Entity Identification 
reduces risk

Native Excel Redaction 
protects financial data

Secure data sharing and 
collaboration built-in
Immediate insight and 
action with dashboards
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Key Features

Single Solution to Your Review Needs
Venio Review has a purpose-built architecture to support diverse case needs with no third-party integrations 
required. With built-in batched review, email threading, and viewers for social media, multimedia, PDF, and 
transcript file types, Venio Review is the full-featured review platform that your review  teams can start using 
today. 

Fast, Intuitive Search to Find 
Important Information Quickly
Venio Review features fast and powerful 
search capabilities and an easy-to-use 
Advanced Query Builder  to generate 
complex search queries. Powerful 
filters give immediate insights into the 
dataset and help refine searches. Saved 
Searches, Search History, and Dynamic 
Folders help you get your job done 
faster and with confidence. An intuitive 
interface, along with comprehensive 
user manuals and trainings, empower 
your teams to work more efficiently and 
without the need for constant project 
management support.

Native Redaction and Entity Extraction Reduces Risks
Native Excel redaction eliminates the risk of exposing financial data and provides major time-savings in the 
review process. The ability to highlight and redact native files within Venio Review means that files don’t have to 
be reviewed manually outside the platform or from jumbled text documents.  Entity extraction enables you to 
identify and remove business-critical and PII/PHI  information, and prevents it from landing in the wrong hands, 
which could result in  irreparable damage to your business.

AI-Powered to Eliminate Unnecessary Work
As reviewers begin reviewing, Venio Review’s CAL capability uses a machine-learning engine to reduce case data 
by up to 90% to surface what matters most in your case or investigation. Email thread views empower you to 
easily identify missing or deleted email content, while our social network diagram provides a broad visualization 
of communications with the ability to drill down into individual conversations. Auto-collection enables tiered 
reviews, and logical tagging makes legal review teams more productive and efficient.
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Interactive Analytics  
for Actionable Insights
Venio Review analytics dramatically 
reduce costs by both decreasing 
the amount of data moved into 
review and providing additional 
tools for reviewers. 

Gain immediate insights and 
enable rapid ECA and culling 
through interactive, customizable 
widgets and layouts. Sample 
data to ensure your collection is 
complete and that strategies are 
working. Visualize the flow of email 
communications and merge duplicate email addresses before drilling into the details. Identify key custodians 
or actors, potential alias email addresses, and time gaps by using our interactive Timeline and Social Network 
Diagram, a spider-web view of interconnected email nodes. 

Customizable UI for Ease-of-Use
Venio Review is highly customizable, 
comes with templatized review sets and 
screen layouts for various case types, 
roles, and tasks, and streamlines setup 
workflows for project managers.  Its highly 
responsive interface and accelerated 
doc-to-doc speed lead to faster and better 
results for your review teams, which 
ultimately improve the trial or investigative 
team’s strategy development for improved 
outcomes.

Flexible Licensing and Deployment 
Model for Reduced Costs
Venio Review is designed to support individual cases that are housed in different locations. This gives you the 
flexibility to choose where your data is located based on the individual case requirements: cloud, on-premises, 
or a hybrid approach. A flexible, subscription-based license, which isn’t based on a per-user model, allows you 
to license only what you need when you need it. With project-based payment options, your use of Venio Review 
can grow along with your business.
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